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Michael Zargona
Michael Zargona writes apocalyptic fiction, science fiction, and fantasy. He grew up in
the Pacific Northwest and saw his neighborhood get consumed by the Seattle suburban sprawl,
forcing a move deeper into the hills. After high school, he served in the United States Marine
Corps as an infantryman. Post military exploits have included marriage, kids, a college degree
with honors, a couple small businesses, volunteering, and finding balance in life.
Michael knew he was destined to be a writer at an early age. From an artistic family, he
was writing ~800 word short stories before he was 10. Originally an English major, he became
disillusioned by "big university creative writing" and went a different direction. Even so, his
first published material came in those campus literary journals. He hopes to have much more to
post re: his writing in the near future.
Visit Michael’s Amazon Author Page at: www.amazon.com/Michael-Zargona/e/B07Q5R6PV7
Continue below for information about Michael’s book.
(Includes Amazon™/Kindle™ ASIN codes)

Turn Red Tomorrow

B07Q7TNLTC 1092144404

In a near future America pulled from today's headlines
and coming apart at the seams, Turn Red Tomorrow follows
an extended family and their friends as they attempt to reunite
and overcome the dangers they face along the way. As the
world financial system is obliterated overnight, the extensive
cast of characters from all walks of life face physical,
emotional, and moral struggles that test their beliefs,
relationships, and will to survive.
Along the way, many of them fall in with a mysterious
benefactor who shows a path to a restored America. Will they
succeed, or simply join the nameless millions who have
already succumbed to disease, starvation, and violence?

Sixteen Hooves Thunder B08LHK5PKF

B08LJPKCM2 (paperback)

… is the continuation of the disturbingly prophetic Turn Red
Tomorrow. It picks up right where Michael Zargona’s 2019
debut novel left off with the central characters captured,
presumed dead, or on the run in an America mired in perpetual
martial law after a devastating financial collapse.
Follow their intertwining stories of love and heartbreak,
war and intrigue, desperation and hope, all during the most
anticipated—and dreaded—period in human history: the early
stages of the Biblical Tribulation where one charismatic leader,
appearing to have all the answers to humankind’s ills, seizes
control of the entire world with the promise of peace but leaves
only destruction and death in his wake.
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